




Study on Non-woven Fabri偲 forClothing 
-Testing of Wearing-
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前記3種の試料布A，s， C について第1， 2図iζ示
第 1図
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原布 2.79 31.2 8.30 3.51 3.38 
前すそ 2.68 30.7 5.21 3.49 2.86 
A後すそ 2.69 30.6 6.20 3. 77 3.16 
胸 2.43 29.0 5.37 3.28 3.24 
背中 2.34 27.7 5.53 3.24 3.12 
袖 2.86 30.2 5.83 3.99 2.58 
原布 3.18 31. 9 8.28 3.82 3. 72 
前すそ 2.82 25.6 7.27 4.31 3.34 
B後すそ 2.93 27.7 6.96 4.27 3.54 
胸 3.26 28.0 7.80 4.65 3.42 
背中 2.55 25.4 5.14 4.10 3.30 
袖 2.78 29.3 5.37 3.89 3.38 
原布 3.32 30.8 9.14 4.∞ 4.61 
前すそ 3.03 30.1 8.65 4.16 3.62 
c後すそ 3.12 29.4 8.58 4.15 3. 79 
胸 3.20 29.5 8.66 4.11 3.96 
背 中 3.16 28.8 8.91 4.17 3.80 
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The wearing processes of three kinds of non-woven fabrics are estimated by the testing machine of 
Univesal type and wearing it as blouses. 
The results are as follows : 
1. The wearing damage of fabrics is measured by bursting strength and plotted against time in 
weanng curve. 
2. The strength of blouses after using for one week is measured also by bursting strength. 
The wearing damage is most intensitve at the part of sleeves but， in contrast with this， least 
at the part of breast. 
3. The damage of blouses after wearing for one week is corresponds to the damage of about 1/5 
times of testing cycles to rupture of fabrics by testing machine. 
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